The only water
conditioner in the
UK that delivers
protection for over 30
years. Guaranteed.

No salt
 No chemicals
 No maintenance
 No electricity


Too good to be true?
Find out inside...
Save money

Take care of your family

Keep our planet healthy

When your home is free from
damaging limescale, your
appliances last longer and you
spend less on cleaning products,
toiletries and electricity bills.

Conditioning your water is the
perfect alternative to water
softeners for those who don’t want
all the hassle of salt softeners and
do want lovely, conditioned water
protecting their home.

Homes with conditioned water use less
And because, on average, with treated
water homes can use up to 50% less
cleaning products and toiletries, you’re
putting less chemicals back into the
environment.

You can have kinder, better behaved water for life,
thanks to a water conditioner that requires:
 No salts
 No chemicals
 No electricity
 No magnets
and requires no maintenance. Ever.
The Halcyan Water Conditioner is a seriously clever piece
of tech that works by changing the shape and behaviour of
the mineral molecules in your water.
As it uses no chemicals, adds nothing and takes nothing
away, the water conditioner is a completely natural way
to treat your water.
Your water keeps all its natural essential minerals
which are important for your day-to-day health, but they
behave better by not bonding to your surfaces.

Hidden b

Hard water contains higher than average levels
of dissolved minerals, which are really healthy for
you, but result in those horrible limescale deposits
in kettles, boilers, central heating pipes, washing
machines and dishwashers, as well as on taps.
The limescale reduces efficiency, meaning that energy
is being wasted which costs you money.

And, unlike some salt softeners, you won’t need a
separate drinking water tap, you won’t have to top-up salt
levels weekly, and you won’t lose cupboard space either!
Installation is simple; you just replace an existing length
of pipe after your stop tap on your mains water inlet with
the Halcyan Water Conditioner and it will get to
work instantly.
The unit doesn’t take up any extra space, and it doesn’t
a ect your water’s flow rate or pressure.
Halcyan Water Conditioners have been manufactured
sinc
farms and leisure centres, worldwide.
They cost just a few hundred pounds and last for over
30 years. Guaranteed.

ts

A Halcyan Water Conditioner ensures that thoroughly treated
water flows through your house, so that appliances:
 Last longer.



Require less maintenance and repair.

There will also be less cleaning to do because the white
limescale crust won’t be forming on taps, sinks, basins
and baths, plus household energy use will be decreased,
resulting in lower bills.

Benefits of having lovely conditioned water in your home.

Protects boilers
& equipment

Cleaning is
easier

No residue
or spotting

Kinder to
sensitive skin

For more information, email info@halcyanwater.co.uk

What our
customers say

It’s really simple

Easy installation

The Halcyan Water Conditioner
is made of a special blend of 12
metals creating a unique alloy.

Simply replace an existing length
of pipe after your stop tap, on your
mains water inlet with the Halcyan
water conditioner and it will get to
work instantly.

Inside a stainless steel housing,
precisely engineered fins create
turbulence as water flows through.
As the water tumbles through the
unit and minerals come into repeated
contact with the alloy, a powerful
galvanic reaction occurs, changing
the shape and structure of the
mineral molecules.
As a result the minerals no longer
precipitate and can’t chemically bond
to the surfaces around them.

The unit uses no electricity, salts
or chemicals and doesn’t take
up any extra space. It just needs
250mm of straight pipework to
slot into.
It doesn’t need any special
plumbing; just two standard
compression fittings. It’s so simple,
if you’re good at DIY you can do it
yourself. If not, any decent plumber
can fit it in around an hour.

“

The minerals remain in this state
for 2 to 3 weeks; plenty of time for you
to use the water and remove any
powder-like residue from surfaces.
Your water keeps all its beneficial
minerals but they now glide over
surfaces rather than sticking to them.

”

Bob P, Stoke Bishop, Bristol

“

It’s this change in your water that
prevents the calcium carbonate
building up into layers of limescale.
Additionally, contact with treated
water causes existing limescale
to dissolve and so strips away the
limescale, layer by layer, over a period
of weeks and months

I have been very pleased
with the quick results that
I have seen after fitting the
Halcyan Water Conditioner in
my apartment. I’ve found that
washing the dishes is much
easier, as I use hardly any
detergent now and the dishes
clean very easily

I chose the Halcyan because it
was so simple, cost e ective
and required no maintenance.
The unit has performed very
well. The chrome fittings
and glass shower door only
require a weekly wipe to
keep them clear and shiny.
Additionally, my son’s eczema
has almost cleared up and the
water tastes better, benefits
that I was not anticipating.

”

Diane M, Wallingford, Oxon

“

The kettle descaled in 4 days
and the dishwasher no longer
tarnishes cutlery. I don’t think
it will be long before other
appliances which are not on
mains supply will also be a
“lot more healthier”. Thanks
for everything.

”

John T, Braintree, Essex
Whilst salt water softeners may
solve one problem, they
introduce others by adding
unwanted pollutants to the
environment. And, British Water
advise that this water is not
suitable for drinking.
Other options include systems
using magnets, phosphate dosing
or sacrificial anodes, all of which
require you to remember to do
something, and have varying levels
of e ectiveness. Meanwhile, electric
systems need access to power.

In contrast, a Halcyan Water
Conditioner needs no power, is
chemical free, 100% environmentally
friendly, and works e ectively with
either hot or cold water thanks to the
scientifically engineered alloy core
that lasts over 30 years. Once
installed it starts to work immediately.
The di erence with a Halcyan Water
Conditioner is that it needs no
input from you and comes with a
30-year warranty.

www.halcyanwater.com
0345 504 0656
Halcyan Water Conditioners, Bristol. Reg Co No 09711030.

Compare the
Halcyan Water
Conditioner with
other systems

How the Halcyan Water Conditioner
compares to other systems...
Which one’s
best?

Halcyan Water
Conditioner

Magnetic and
electric lime
scale inhibitors

Electrolytic lime
scale conditioners

Lasts a lifetime
Has a 30 year
guarantee
Never needs
maintenance
Is free to run
Needs no electricity
Uses no salt or
chemicals
Doesn’t use magnets
Is gentle on your skin
Leaves you with
shiny, frizz-free hair
Leaves your dishes
& glasses gleaming
Keeps all natural, healthy
materials in your water

No separate tap for
your drinking water
Improves the health
of your plants and flowers

Never wastes water
Never leaves a slimy
feeling on your skin
Protects the environment
by reducing your
carbon footprint

Creates no harmful
by-product
Makes no sound
Won’t reduce your
water pressure

Takes up no
extra space

For more information, email info@halcyanwater.co.uk

Salt or resin
based water
softeners

